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\section*{Index}

1. \texttt{dbplyr_case_sensitive} \textit{Get dbplyr to work with Clickhouse}

\subsection*{Description}
Functions passed to Clickhouse are case sensitive. By default dbplyr converts functions that are not predefined to upper case. This function changes that behavior to leave passed functions as they are.

\subsection*{Usage}
\begin{verbatim}
\texttt{dbplyr_case_sensitive()}
\end{verbatim}

\subsection*{fix_dbplyr} \textit{Return to dbplyrs original behavior}

\subsection*{Description}
Since Clickhouse functions are case sensitive dbplyr behavior was altered to reflect that. This function will set dbplyr back to its original state of converting unknown functions to upper case.

\subsection*{Usage}
\begin{verbatim}
\texttt{fix_dbplyr()}
\end{verbatim}
Description
provides access to a clickhouse database

Usage
sql_aggregate(f)
sql_aggregate_2(f)

Arguments
f SQL function name
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